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Free Natal Chart Report

The following free birth chart tool lists planet signs, house positions, and aspects. It also allows you to compare multiple house systems. (The
default house system is Placidus).

You will only find some interpretations right now (many of the major factors, such as Sun, Moon, Ascendant, Mercury, and Venus in signs and
house), but I am working on adding more interpretations frequently, so please check back here from time to time!

The interpretations in the following birth chart report are written by myself, Annie Heese, and are typically expanded interpretations already
found on this site.

**Note: The free report on this page is an alternate free interpretive report that is meant to supplement the Cafe Astrology’s Free Report
section which is still fully functional with multiple free reports, including natal, transits, and compatibility.

**Important: Under normal circumstances, you don’t need to change the time zone offset that appears after you enter your birth location.
Please don’t adjust the time zone offset unless you know for certain what you’re doing since the default offset incorporates crucial factors (such
as daylight savings time) and is in the majority of cases accurate. See also notes below.

Start Over

Chart Data For TORI AMOS

22 August 1963 at 13:10 (1:10 pm) (time zone = UTC -4)

Universal Time: 17:10

Newton, North Carolina, United States

34°N14' 77°W57'

Tropical Zodiac

Placidus Houses
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Introduction

The following lists positions of planets and points in your natal chart with interpretations for key factors.

Planets and Points in The Signs

Sun in Leo 28° 53' 02"

The Sun in the chart shows our character, personal identity, and ego. It represents our will to live and our creative life force. Just as the planets
revolve around the Sun in our solar system, we derive our life purpose from the Sun in our natal charts. The Sun is our “adult”– the part of us
that censors our “inner child,” reasons things out, and makes final decisions. The Sun also gives clues to our overall vitality. The Sun directs us
and can be considered “the boss” of our chart.
When people ask you "What's your sign?", Leo would be your answer. Technically, though, it's your Sun sign that is Leo, and you're made up
of many signs.

There's an unmistakably regal air to Solar Leos. These are dignified–even noble–folk.

Leos have a reputation for being conceited but think again. Leos do feel important, but this often takes the form of wanting to change the world
in some way–to make the world a better place. Affection for people motivates Leos, and they often have big dreams and plans to make people
happy.

Leos are usually hard-working. After all, they are attracted to the good things in life, and they know they have to work to get them. It is
sometimes difficult to imagine Leos as go-getters if you happen to catch them in one of their languid moods. These people can sleep in, laze
around, and luxuriate for long periods of time. However, when they do get to work, they do it with intensity and determination. In this way, they
are not unlike their symbol, the lion.

As a Leo, the worst thing someone can do to you is accuse you of bad intentions. Displaying behavior that makes you think they don’t
appreciate you runs a close second. You're happy and jovial but quickly hurt when others don't see you for your noble intentions. 

Loyal, and sometimes rather traditional, your Leo sign is, after all, a part of the Fixed family. You'll hold on to situations and people for a very
long time before you give up. There is an unmistakable idealism to your view of the world and the people in it. You're likely to have a very noble
inner code that you answer to.
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Although on the surface, Leos appear rather confident, they can actually be some of the most humble souls around. They are the first to blame
themselves when something goes wrong. Once again, it’s the Leonine self-importance at work, and this characteristic works in unexpected
ways. Instead of being the conceited, self-absorbed show-offs of reputation, they are usually very self-aware, self-conscious, and, yes, even
humble.

Of course, there are also some Leos who roar loudly when they're not getting the attention they feel they deserve. These Leos are wonderfully
flamboyant and light up a room with their specialness.

Leos can be the life of the party or the quieter type, but however they approach the world, they seek out a special way to express themselves.
They're creative, loving, affectionate, and filled with pride. Some of the key phrases associated with Leo are "I lead", "I rule", "I create", and "I
will". They are rulers, leaders, actors, and entertainers at heart. Leos are generally honest, determined, persistent, and ambitious. 

As a Leo, you are unlikely to want to be just another face in the crowd or part of a team. You don't like to be compared to others. As a Fire
sign, you are vibrant, fiery, and emotional or impulsive, but you have a stronger measure of self-control than other Fire signs. You inspire
others, and you take responsibility seriously.

Your Sun sign is modified by various factors, including the aspects it makes to other planets and points, its house position, and the house with
the sign the Sun rules (Leo) on its cusp. These positions add more layers to the Sun in Leo interpretation. Leo is a Fixed Fire sign. More on
Leo.

Ascendant in Scorpio 19° 45' 31"

The Ascendant defines, in part, the first impression we make on others in a personal rather than professional sense. It represents our physical
appearance, our physical bodies and overall health, and the body ego. It can be the mask or costume we wear to greet the world. It reveals our
natural and personal defense mechanisms that we use to adapt to - and cope with - our environment. The Ascendant also shows our first
impressions of the world around us and our expectations of same –whether we are naturally hesitant or enthusiastic, for example. How we
begin new projects and our attitude towards new experiences come under the rule of the Ascendant.
Scorpio Ascendant people have a lot of presence. There is something about them that tells the world that they are not to be pushed around.
Their manner commands respect, and in some cases, fear. With your Scorpio Ascendant, you can be quiet or loud, but you always seem
powerful and determined, regardless of what's going on inside you.

People either love or hate you - you are unlikely to go through life unnoticed. In fact, you might even find it confusing when you realize that you
elicit such strong reactions from others. You seem to look right through people, seeing through superficiality. This can be quite intimidating to
some, and intriguing to others!

In your dealings with others, you perpetually and instinctively look for answers by reading between the lines. Surface details are often quickly
discarded when it comes to feeling out a situation or people around you. You can amaze people with your ability to sum up a situation or
individual very quickly and often very accurately.

As quickly as you assess a situation, you're not always as fast to begin a new venture or to make decisions. This is usually because once
you've made a choice, you throw so much energy into it that you need to be immensely sure of what you're starting.

You may value your privacy so much, it can border on paranoia. You have a high need to control your environment, and you are an expert at
strategy. You are very unlikely one to blow your chances with impatience -- you tend to plan out your moves carefully and deliberately, relying
on your remarkable ability to size up anything and anyone.

As a child, you may have been typecast as the secretive one and either as stoic or emotional (either extreme). If you overidentify with this
image, it can be difficult to break out of it when it would serve you well to do so. It can be tough for you to reveal that you're vulnerable, but you
may need to do so from time to time, or you could feel very much alone at times. You may come across as critical or sarcastic - certainly, your
outer shell can be on the hard side. What's on the inside depends on the rest of your chart!

You can be fiercely loyal and determined. You are not one to do something halfway! You are brave and ready to take on a challenge, at the
very least on the surface of things. Emotional intensity attracts you. Mysteries, investigations, and psychology are attractive.

You can be highly persuasive, hypnotic, and magnetic.

You might hold a double standard in that you want to know all about someone you're with, but you're not always particularly forthcoming. Your
feelings and sometimes your opinions can be extreme - you are not a middle-of-the-road person!

Causing others discomfort isn't often a deterrent from doing, thinking, and expressing yourself. You'd rather live authentically than worry too
much about surface harmony.

You are not an individual who is easy to know. However, you often wonder why others misunderstand you as you feel you are more genuine
than most people. Indeed, you can never be described as superficial even if you don't always have your cards on the table - your manner is
too intense for any of that.

https://cafeastrology.com/zodiacleo.html
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You might find that you're often drawn to down-to-earth, natural, sincere, simple, or unaffected partners. Reliability in a partnership is also a
strong draw. You don't start things easily, and you don't let go of them easily, either. You may be one to look for complete commitment or
honesty depending on your relationship approach, and you can have little patience for flighty partners.

The conditions of Pluto and Mars, Scorpio's ruling planets, by sign, house, and aspect will give you further details about (and modifications to)
all of these things. More on Scorpio Rising.

Moon in Libra  8° 35' 59"

The Moon in the signs reveals much about our habits, reactions, and instincts. It shows how we express and deal with our emotions. Most
obvious in our homes or in private when we're feeling comfortable, our Moon sign reveals our innermost needs. The Moon can represent our
experience of nurturing; it also shows how we nurture ourselves! It's important to note that Moon signs change every 2 or 2-1/2 days, and on
some days, can be one of two signs, in which case an accurate birth time is necessary.
Moon in Libra people often have a strong need for partnership. Without someone to share their lives with, they may feel utterly incomplete.
This is why many people with this position get involved in marriages or living-together arrangements quite young. With your Moon in Libra,
because your drive for harmony, peace, and sharing is so powerful, you are apt to do a lot of conceding. You are sympathetic and concerned
for others, enjoy socializing and revel in a good debate. Mental rapport with others is especially important to you.

As a Lunar Libra, you may very well feel safe and secure when you are in a partnership or have someone special to share your time, energy,
thoughts, and love with. You might often seem to need to have someone tag along with your wherever you go -- even if it is to the corner store.
You find strength and reinforcement in and through others. With maturity, though, you're able to function just fine alone, but you do thoroughly
enjoy good company.

You can be wonderfully charming. You are very attractive to be around, and you are often given to flirtatiousness. Rarely directly aggressive,
you win others' hearts with your gentle and refined ways.

You simply can't help but see flaws in your environment and relationships. In fact, anything out of whack will bother you until it's fixed. Although
diplomatic with acquaintances, when you argue with long-standing partners, you rarely let up until you win. And, winning an argument is a
Libran specialty--in fact, there can be times when you don't even believe what you're saying but will adopt all kinds of ideas to get the last
word! In fact, you can be brilliant in a debate with someone you know well. Do keep in mind that living with you can sometimes feel like being
on trial to others and you're the expert lawyer! However, when you're defending your loved ones and supporting their point of view, they're in
great shape.

Your ability to see imbalances can be maddening at times, but excellent for design and harmony. You have an artistic disposition and a brilliant
ability to make things work.

Your idealistic outlook and constant striving for the best, most harmonious lifestyle can sometimes lead to discontent. Looking for that one
(elusive) perfect way to lead your life can detract from the enjoyment of the moment. However, you are a romantic, kind soul. You're
exceptionally fair and want everyone to get a decent chance. You also want to make everyone around you comfortable. You avoid harsh,
abrupt, vulgar, and rude language and behavior, and this enhances your relationships tremendously. You always see the other side of a story
or situation which can undoubtedly lead to indecision but is also a fresh breath of air for others.

Mercury in Virgo 26° 07' 51"

What's your style of communication? How do you make decisions? How do you pick up, process, absorb, and exchange information? These
questions are answered, in part, by Mercury's placement by sign in your natal chart. Someone may be an assertive Aries, but they could also
have Mercury in Taurus, with a style of communication that's slower, patient, and not quite as spirited as one would expect from an Aries, as an
example. Mercury refines the Sun sign, and it helps to define how we take in--and give out--information.
With Mercury in Virgo, you're unlikely to be flashy in your communication style, but you do thoroughly appreciate it when others acknowledge
your brainpower. You thoroughly enjoy keeping track of all the details. You can be a little high-strung when things are not orderly or when
things seem out of control, so you put a lot of energy into taking care of day-to-day, practical matters.

You excel at organizing, planning on a short-term scale, and doing errands. You may not enjoy big-picture thinking, finding yourself more
comfortable with detail work. You pay your bills on time, enjoy learning the details of a trade, and generally don't balk at organizational tasks.
You function best when you (or others) have laid out exactly what you have to do. Guesswork is not your cup of tea! You're generally prompt at
responding to others (although if you have a Leo Sun, perhaps less so), and you're often willing to lend a hand to others by doing research and
legwork for them.

Generally, you're considered useful in your work and with friends since you have a handle on the details. You're reliable and prompt, too!

Although you're capable of learning a lot, you seem to need an orderly environment in which to learn and study, in addition to organized study
methods. You pick up a lot of facts and figures, and you learn your own trade well, but there can be times when you have trouble truly
absorbing the knowledge you collect on a deeper level. Although resourceful, may not be as strong a lateral thinker as, for example, someone
with a Water sign Mercury.

https://cafeastrology.com/scorpio_ascendantrisingsign.html
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You often appear humble, and in many respects you are, but you can become quite protective regarding the handling of your day-to-day
affairs. You tend to feel that you're the only one who can get things just right, and you may very well be correct! You can be impatient with
others, take on more work than you should, and then complain that you're doing all the dirty work. However, you have a fantastic eye for flaws
that others overlook entirely, and your powers of analysis are virtually unmatched.

Venus in Leo 26° 52' 16"

How do you attract things, situations, and people into your life? Venus rules our sentiments, what we value, and the pleasure we take in life.
Grace, charm, and beauty are all ruled by Venus. Through Venus, we learn about our tastes, preferences, artistic inclinations, and what makes
us happy. We look to Venus in the natal chart to see how we approach relationships of the heart, as well as what gives us pleasure. We also
turn to Venus to show how we spend our money, the types of gifts we buy, and how much we spend on leisure activities (not to mention the
kinds of leisure activities we seek). Venus rules attractiveness--both the ability to attract and attraction to others (and things). Venus rules,
amongst other things, the arts, love and romance, beauty and the beautifying process, money, entertainment, leisure, sensuality, and comfort.
With your Venus in the sign of Leo, the Fixed Fire sign, you are proud and affectionate in love. This is especially the case if your Sun is in
outgoing Leo, but is also true if your Sun sign is humble Virgo or retiring Cancer, in which case you'd be more demanding or colorful in love
than you are in other areas of your life, or even generally speaking.

This sign position of Venus loves to court and be courted, and needs to feel very special--put on a pedestal, even. You are warm, generous,
and even grand. You love to delight a partner through gifts, individual attention, and affection. Though you're really quite loyal to a lover (love
may very well be THE most important thing in Leo's life), you thrive on romantic attention. You can show off a little to get a partner's attention,
but you're not quite so happy when others show interest in your partner!

You're likely to have high expectations, but if you're getting the attention you crave from your love relationship, you're one of the most big-
hearted partners around. You may feel a little threatened by a relationship that seems a bit too settled, even though you do seek long-term
stability. You want to keep the spark alive--eternally! You're also turned off by indifferent or impersonal behavior in a partner.

While your sex drive is likely substantial, your need for love is quite a bit stronger. For you, love, affection, and attention can be at the heart of
most every fantasy, even the raunchiest. You're unlikely to last very long in a relationship that is less than loving and affectionate. On the flip
side, you may stick around much longer in a love-only scenario than most.

Pleasing you in love involves treating you as unique, special, and number one. Leo wants their partner's world to revolve around them.
Perhaps most importantly, your partner should frequently remind you how important you are in their eyes. Respect, appreciate, and adore you-
-that's all you ask! When insecure, you can be given to childlike moments, tantrums, tall tales, and drama. In fact, you can lose interest in a
partner if you feel they've lost interest in you, and it's vital that a partner reminds you that you're attractive and desired. Watch the tendency to
want to make a partner jealous, since a partner's small jealousies can feel like affirmations that they find you attractive and a prize, not just to
them but to the rest of the world as well.

When you feel appreciated and loved, you are wonderfully loyal, have a big sense of fun, and physically affectionate and demonstrative. You're
generous with your heart, attention, and money when you're in love. You want your gifts to stand out as the best, biggest, or most thoughtful.

Your fantasies and desires often revolve around devotion and attention. You want to be the best in your partner's eyes! You can be quite
possessive and jealous. You may put your partner to the test every now and again, and the more insecure people with this sign position will
demand the world from their partners if only to have them prove their love. You may want more than anything to impress a partner. You may
come on a little too strong at times, and you can get impatient quickly. However, you're direct and open, which are desirable traits that are on
the rare side, and your partner should appreciate these qualities if they're to understand you.

Love is magnificent and grand in your eyes, and you take pride in love and your love relationships. You can be warmhearted, teasing,
expressive, proud, and extravagant in your love life and with your hobbies, pastimes, and leisure time. Love is a bit of a game-- a perpetual
game--as Venus in Leo may be forever stuck in the romance stage of a relationship. You feed on attention, acknowledgement, validation, and
adoration. Venus in Leo loves to be adored, pampered, and admired. You hold a strong ego investment in your love life. The negative
expression of this placement is overstating of feelings just for effect, as well as extravagance.

Venus in Leo people may spend a lot on entertainment or sometimes only to show off! They generally are big tippers and give special and
generous gifts. They're attracted to art, furnishings, clothing, and music that is bold and passionate, renaissance, lush or opulent, lavishly
comfortable, and romantic.

My Personal Ad Bio: "I'm warm-hearted and fun. I'm funny and experienced. Let me show you a good time."

With Venus in Leo, you can be very proud in your social life, regarding money, and in love. You are not only loyal to someone you love, but you
are also usually very loyal to your feelings. However, you can also be stubborn with your feelings due to this great pride. You stand out for
being kind, and this is something about you that’s easily recognizable unless Venus is well-hidden or challenged in your chart.

When you feel good about a relationship or connection, you're on top of the world. You might also treat a love relationship as if it were your
work of art. You want your partner to be your hero and sometimes treat them as such. You’re highly creative and some would even say
colorful. With money, you can sometimes be extravagant or lavish, but you’re also proud and will take care of things accordingly. You can be
relatively lucky.
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Mars in Libra 16° 30' 12"

Mars in Libra natives like yourself often reflect about things before they act. Decisiveness is not your strong point, but you do, eventually, get
things done. You may tend to procrastinate, generally because you feel the need to weigh all of the alternatives before taking action. This trait
is also a strength--you can see more than one side to a story.

Life isn't always fair, as some say, but you will seldom accept this notion. You can quickly get entirely caught up in defending yourself and
others. Although your overall goal is to live peacefully, you stir others up with your desire to bring everything to balance. Still, you are inclined
to play innocent when you're challenged, and you can generally charm the birds out of the trees to win someone's favor if you're seeking it.
Passive-aggressiveness is practically the hallmark of this position. You are generally above pettiness, and you don't want to look like you are
mean or unfair, but aggression has to go somewhere! Too often, this results in sneaky behavior and subterfuge.

On the other hand, you may turn this Mars energy into action, and you fight for justice and fairness in the world--you're brilliant at this! Injustice
fires you up. You also quickly become frustrated when others just aren't seeing your perspective or letting you explain your point of view.

You seem to get more done when you have a companion--you're inclined to enjoy partnering up, and you might often discover that a special
person or "significant other" in your life is integral for boosting your confidence or encouraging you to action. You may want to watch for
expressing anger reactively instead of asserting yourself directly.

You're adept at predicting when problems and discord will occur well in advance. You know how to compromise (not everyone's good at it), and
you're excellent at conflict management. You're also quick to defend the underdog.

Jupiter in Aries 19° 11' 58"  R

With Jupiter in Aries, you believe in the power of positivity--that life is what you make of it. You love competition or doing things independently.
You value instant results!

Jupiter in Aries individuals like yourself attract the most "good fortune" when they take the lead, initiate, inspire others, and demonstrate
enthusiasm and courage. Prosperous areas for you are ones that allow you to head and lead, and to innovate.

As a Fire sign Jupiter, you identify strongly with your opinions, beliefs, and perceptions, and you may take it quite personally if others disagree
with them! You make your own opportunities, and you are at your best when you are thinking in big terms, taking calculated risks, and
displaying confidence.

Saturn in Aquarius 19° 03' 13"  R

With Saturn in Aquarius working at its best, you have just the right amount of skepticism that you take an objective, scientific approach to many
subjects. Friends appreciate your impartial and realistic viewpoint. Still, we learn much from Saturn’s position as it shows us some of our fears.
With Saturn in humanitarian Aquarius, in the first half of life, you might have some difficulty getting close to others. Mind you, your friendships
tend to be long-term, and you certainly take them seriously. It’s just that you may take them so seriously that you frequently need to detach,
and this can limit you in the long run. It’s unlikely that you consider acquaintances friends because you can have a rather strict definition of
“friend.”

When young, you may seem to get along better with people who aren’t your peers–who are younger and, especially, older than you. In youth,
you may fear being the odd man out, and you might go to great lengths to arrange your life to avoid this possibility!

You might also have some difficulties moving out of your comfort zone, particularly socially. You can feel mistrustful of groups, crowds, and
networks or networking. You can be somewhat risk- and experimentation-averse when Saturn is operating under strain, although this can work
well in moderation. However, once you take on the responsibilities of a friend, you take it very much to heart, and you can be most steadfast
and loyal.

You may avoid taking on too many fanciful dreams or plans for the future, preferring not to count on something that hasn’t yet happened.
Trusting your intuition takes a lot of time and effort, more so than for most. You’re selective not only with who you get close to, but also to which
dreams and hopes you attach yourself to and invest your energy into. As you mature and learn to trust and try new things from time to time,
this pressure releases, and you’re more likely to thrive. Feeling alienated can lead to a vicious circle that leaves you feeling even more so over
time, so do watch for this tendency.

This position is sometimes associated with constriction related to the legs, spine, or ankles. More clues and refinements to your Saturn lessons
in life come through Saturn’s house position and aspects.

Uranus in Virgo  5° 13' 37"

You're most interested in making changes, innovating, and updating traditions related to work, working life, health, routines, habits, daily life,
service, and employment. You seek more freedom in or through these areas, and you don't feel much need to conform! You may believe in
breaking through some of the inhibitions or taboos related to service, health care, hygiene, healing, social services, diet, and nutrition. Despite
the need for progress, you can be very stubborn and set in your ways in these areas. You may challenge authority or rules and laws in place
only if you feel they are limiting our progress, seeking to revolutionize the ways we view our daily lives and self-care methods or to awaken
others to new thinking in these areas. You're brilliant at thinking up new methods for getting things done. You're especially aware of the

x

x
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importance of the mind-body connection for health. While you're insightful, you sometimes have trouble trusting your intuition. As well, you can
be impatient with menial or mundane tasks, or you have a love-hate relationship with these things. And, while there's a method to the
madness, you can work in a somewhat scattered fashion. You could find you're at your most genius when solving problems for others. You are
also extremely talented at working with specific clues to arrive at a hypothesis--you notice the details others don't see, and you quickly put
them together to understand a person or situation.

Neptune in Scorpio 13° 05' 52"

Your vision of an ideal world may center around people trying to understand one another. You don't necessarily believe that people should be
treated equally since you're especially aware of the impact of different backgrounds and environments on individuals. You prefer people intuit
their way to understanding. You believe in transition and transformation as the kind and ideal way of effecting change. You may idealize
sexuality and intimacy.

Pluto in Virgo 11° 26' 20"

The quest to distinguish yourself through your work, self-care, routines, services, or attention to health and wellness can be so fraught with
pressure at times that you don't always feel satisfied with your accomplishments in these areas. The goal should be to gain personal power
through your love of your work or quest for better health rather than attempting to find your purpose or sense of power from your work or health
pursuits. Self-improvement is important to you, but you should watch for an endless feeling of discontent with your efforts. With Pluto working
well, you have brilliant ideas for healing the body and mind.

Chiron in Pisces 13° 11' 40"  R

You have a distinctly soft side, and you're ready to consider people's backstories--or presume they have valid ones--before casting judgments.
Your main problem can be forgiving others too quickly. While forgiveness is a strength, if it's taken too far, it can keep you in an awkward place,
perhaps holding onto things that would be better off left behind you. Consider that you take on far too much guilt. You can be an excellent
counselor, but you tend to give more than you get, and you're often behind on your own self-care in the process.

Black Moon Lilith in Scorpio 13° 54' 41"

You may have felt ashamed for the natural need for intimacy, attachment, and depth contact; and you may feel ashamed for the very human
feelings of jealousy. You can feel wrong if expressing jealousy or possessiveness and attachment, and you may feel uncomfortable around
those who are especially passionate and attached. Learning to accept your very human needs for these things can be empowering.

North Node in Cancer 19° 45' 23"  R

One theory behind the Nodes of the Moon (the North Node and South Node) suggests that we all come into this world with some
underdeveloped and overdeveloped aspects of our character. The Nodes of the Moon point us to these specific qualities: the South Node
represents our overdeveloped character traits that we automatically fall back upon. We're talented here, but if we overdo this area of life or
hold onto these traits to feel secure, we may undermine our lives or prevent growth. On the other hand, the North Node suggests the qualities
that we need to work on and develop to achieve inner balance.
With your North Node of the Moon in Cancer, your South Node is in Capricorn.

You may often seek to be in control, and you tend to take responsibilities too seriously with this position of the North Node. You are excellent at
getting things organized, but you should watch for a tendency to fall back on this talent, because if you do, you may become quite rigid or
fearful of being dependent on others. Aim to let go of your tendency to over-manage your life and others' lives from time to time, and to relax
your standards of perfection and achievement. When you're young, you may fall victim to living through the eyes of society instead of valuing
your own personal (as opposed to professional/status) achievements, but you grow out of this as you mature, and doing so improves your life
considerably. Being dependent on others is a fear, but only when you release some of your need to be in control will you achieve your goals
more fully. Work on allowing yourself to be vulnerable, exposing some of your insecurities and personal needs without fear, and making more
time for your home and family life. By working on your inner foundation and base of operations, success will rebound back to your public and
professional life. Learn to trust following your instincts instead of feeling driven by your ambitions, and you can achieve greater happiness,
balance, and fulfillment in all areas of life.

Part of Fortune in Sagittarius 29° 28' 28"

You're likely to find that success comes more readily for you when expressing your optimism, faith, confidence, and desire to explore, uncover
the truth, and discover. You need to feel that you're growing and improving to feel prosperous and joyful. A sense and spirit of freedom,
adventure, and discovery enriches your life and increases your opportunities. You may find your joy in spreading the word, teaching,
publishing, or reporting.

Look to Jupiter, planetary ruler of Sagittarius, for more clues to where and how you improve your lot in life.

Vertex in Cancer  8° 08' 27"

Midheaven in Leo 27° 38' 51"

x

x
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Planets and Points in The Houses

Sun in Tenth House

The Sun's house position modifies and refines its position by zodiac sign. With the Sun in your tenth house, the urge to work toward a goal, for
success and accomplishment, and/or for power is an essential part of your makeup. You are uncomfortable in any position in which you must
"take orders" from someone else, although if it furthers your own goals to do so, you'll do your best in this role. Recognize your ambitions and
your need for authority without going overboard. Seek out a career that allows you to manage, rather than be managed, if possible. It is crucial
that you accept the part of you that is ambitious, but take pains not to over-identify with an image that is not really you! There is undoubtedly a
very responsible, goal-oriented side to you. It's natural for you to work your way up the ladder. Your strong, determined personality is often
well-received, although there can be friction with other strong personalities from time to time.

Moon in Eleventh House

The Moon in the houses can reveal where and how we go about seeking emotional satisfaction. If it's an issue, we can discover vital clues to
the reason for perpetual emotional unrest through the study of the house position of the Moon, and these can manifest as constant changes or
ups and downs in the areas of life ruled by the house. It is in these areas that we should aim to make deep attachments rather than chase
superficial and temporary emotional thrills if we are seeking out a genuine feeling of belonging and emotional fulfillment. It's important to note
that house positions are quite sensitive to birth times.
This position of the Moon indicates an emotional need for a feeling of belonging with, and support from, friends and associations with groups.
You look to acquaintances for support, and you offer the same in return. A changeable or unstable social life might be a reflection of inner
emotional unrest. Certainly, waxing and waning feelings for others can be at the root of some problems in your relationships.

With the Moon in the eleventh house of your birth chart, you're a person with many dreams, wishes, and hopes for your future, and most of
these are altruistic and good-hearted desires. You might change your aspirations frequently with your changing moods, and you could have a
hard time settling on goals to work towards as a result. This shouldn't serve as a big problem in life, but if it does, you might focus on looking
within for answers rather than seeking emotional satisfaction through others. You're likely to need, more than most people, a sense of a
mission or meaningfulness in your work and leisure time. It's important that you don't fall into the trap of thinking that you can't do something on
your own or that others are more talented than you.

Your independence is extremely important to you, but you also find your "home" amongst friends or groups. You are an amazing friend. Your
interests, passions, and friends are likely to be varied, creative, unconventional, and unusual. You seek out others with shared passions or
visions. You, yourself, are a visionary of sorts!

Mercury in Tenth House

You are good with language, and you're likely to use this talent in your profession. You can have an authoritative air about you, or you are
talented at communicating and negotiating with those in authority. You might have more than one job going at once much of the time, you
could change your career directions frequently, or you could be attracted to jobs that keep you on the move. You enjoy frequent changes of
setting or activities in order to remain stimulated and challenged, but you're also fully capable of a structured approach to your work. In fact,
feeling secure about what you're doing is most important to you, as you feel incredibly uncomfortable with things you don't know well. You
abhor being taken off guard and will go out of your way to avoid such situations. You are skilled at bringing fresh energy to your conversations
or to your job, perhaps because you thrive on the stimulation.

These traits are Mercury in the tenth house in pure form and are modified by Mercury's sign and aspects. [Note that house positions are highly
dependent on birth time.]

Venus in Ninth House

With Venus in the ninth house of your chart, you crave a bit of excitement, and you're attracted to new experiences and things. You have a
distinctly spiritual side to you, no matter how earthy or practical other considerations may be in your chart. You are a very inspired and inspiring
person who's enthusiastic and ready and willing to share your insights with others. In fact, you love to share good news or great ideas, and you
enjoy bringing out the best in others. You are attracted to, or you tend to attract, people of different cultural backgrounds or those who have a
sense of adventure. You are not especially clingy, and you expect a certain amount of freedom in a partnership. You want to feel like you are
growing as an individual, and you're unlikely to be happy in a relationship that is restrictive or confining. In fact, you have a great love for a
feeling of freedom or limitlessness. Your hips and thighs may be especially attractive!

You appreciate a lover who is enthusiastic and not afraid to have a good time (with you!). You aspire to high ideals in love. Some of you might
pursue sensations in love rather than true or deep feelings and attachment. Beware of a tendency for dissatisfaction with what you have, as
the tendency to think that the “grass is greener” elsewhere can keep you from enjoying or developing what you have.

NOTE: Since Venus is very close to the next house cusp, the next item is also relevant.

Venus in Tenth House
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With Venus in the tenth house of your chart, you can be an excellent negotiator. You are very skilled, and thoroughly enjoy, managing and
organizing efforts. For some, a profession in the arts is favored, and for others, your ability to get along with others is a boon to your career.
Your reputation is likely favorable. Others tend to respect you for your charming manner, and you have many admirers, although some of these
are admirers from afar, as there is an aura about you that is charming yet strangely (and intriguingly) distant.

You have a great need to be recognized or admired for your charm, beauty, or loving manner, but should be careful not to become too wrapped
up in what others think of you, as you might come across as phony or superficial. Some people with this position are “married” to their work or
to their image. You are good at making contacts and organizing social events. This is a generally favorable position for financial prosperity.

Mars in Eleventh House

With Mars in the 11th house of your natal chart, you like to organize events and activities, and sometimes take the lead a little too often!
However, for the most part, you're an engaging, helpful friend who is ready to jump in and take action when need be, and this is a wonderful,
rare quality. Your mind needs to be engaged in order for you to be at your most passionate, and for this reason, you can seem a little detached
or impersonal in close personal relationships. You're not afraid to be different or to march to the beat of a different drummer. You're likely to
enjoy working towards an important cause, and you can be quite a crusader! You may be attracted to intense, passionate, or energetic people,
and your friendships can be quite colorful and possibly strife-ridden at times.

Jupiter in Fifth House

You are generous, playful, and warm, particularly with children and in your romantic life. Prosperous areas for you tend to be creative ones,
entertainment, children, and recreation. You are talented at teaching and you display patience and love for the learning process and those who
want to learn. You have a strong sense of drama and enjoy performing. You are a bit of a risk taker at heart, and your heart is big! 

Saturn in Third House

Uranus in Tenth House

Neptune in Twelfth House

You possess exceptional intuition, and you draw upon tremendous inner strength and faith when in a pinch, which might surprise others
because of your easygoing manner. You may be exceptionally sensitive but not always able to express your compassion and concern in direct
ways, which can give rise to feelings of guilt. If you deny the spiritual side of your nature, you run the risk of chronic discontent, and you may
feel very vulnerable to regular changes in life, fearing that you may not be able to handle them. In truth, your faith runs deep and surfaces
when you need it most, so this fear is ungrounded. You need to learn to believe in yourself, or you might resort to escapist behavior and avoid
problems when they do crop up. Some with this position only discover their deep spiritual inclinations later in life, or they are aware of them but
have troubles expressing them until they have built a stronger identity.

Pluto in Tenth House

There is something very unique about you that makes you stand out from the crowd. Your ambition may be well-developed, or you pursue your
goals with great focus and determination. You have a keen interest in research, making improvements, understanding how things work, and
transformation and these are qualities that you use most notably in your career or your dealings with the public. Some of you could have a
parent who is/was quite driven or work(ed) in healing or research professions. Your personal presence is strong, and you may find that you
might inspire love-hate reactions as a result, particularly in your professional experiences. Nevertheless, you can be very persuasive when you
choose to be. You have an exceptionally strong sense of commitment and responsibility, but you are unafraid of going against the grain or
bucking traditions if you feel they are outdated. Sometimes with this position, there are deep issues that need to be confronted revolving
around the relationship with a parent. Many of you are perfectionists and especially detail-oriented, particularly on a professional level. You
tend to take the lead naturally, and you don't always enjoy being in the position of a subordinate.

Chiron in Fourth House

Black Moon Lilith in Twelfth House

North Node in Eighth House

The theory behind the Nodes of the Moon (the North Node and South Node) suggests that we all come into this world with some
underdeveloped and overdeveloped aspects of our character. The Nodes of the Moon point us to these specific qualities: the South Node
represents our overdeveloped character traits that we automatically fall back upon. We're talented here, but if we overdo this area of life or
hold onto these traits to feel secure, we may undermine our lives or prevent growth. On the other hand, the North Node suggests the qualities
that we need to work on and develop to achieve inner balance.
With your North Node in the eighth house, your South Node is naturally in the second house.

It's second nature for you to be practical, self-sufficient, and to choose a safe route. Your path, however, is to merge, share, investigate, probe
the surface of things, and face deeper emotions--allowing yourself to surrender to the unknown or chaotic from time to time! You may be too
superficially involved with certain paths or projects, and you're challenged to dig in. Maintaining the status quo comes naturally to you -- now
you're encouraged to grow, expand, and seek more experience. Doing so will improve your life, particularly your finances, many times over.
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Part of Fortune in Second House

Vertex in Eighth House

Aspects

Sun Conjunction Venus (orb 2°1')

Social relationships are a big focus with Sun conjunct Venus in the natal chart. You're charming, and most of the time, you have an easy-going
manner. It's usually easy for you to be personally popular, to come across pleasantly, and to be liked and appreciated, and these things are
quite important to you. Venus is a peace-making, harmony-loving planet, and with your Sun conjunct Venus, you are always looking for ways to
find peace and harmony. You are brilliant at restoring balance. You are diplomatic and a veritable expert at smoothing over (and sometimes
glossing over) problems. You're usually openhanded with others--tolerant and accepting. Some people with this aspect can be superficial and
two-faced or very much tied up with appearances. They might be too agreeable, too pleasant (at the expense of honesty), and downright lazy
at times. However, this aspect also offers an excellent eye for style and pleasing surroundings. You have distinct and refined taste, enjoying
luxury and comfort more than most.

You're gracious, often romantic, and sometimes romantically impulsive. You tend to rely on the power of attraction to bring others to you rather
than aggressively pursuing them. There is perhaps some vanity involved here--you are most attracted to people who express interest in you, or
who respond well to your charms! You are not inherently competitive in the aggressive sense of the word, and you are not especially interested
in a chase. Instead, you work your charms and draw people to you. Keywords: attractive, pleasing, and charming.

Sun Trine Part of Fortune (orb 0°35')

Sun Conjunction Midheaven (orb 1°14')

Moon Square Vertex (orb 0°28')

Mercury Square Part of Fortune (orb 3°21')

Venus Trine Part of Fortune (orb 2°36')

Venus Conjunction Midheaven (orb 0°47')

Mars Opposition Jupiter (orb 2°42')

Mars Trine Saturn (orb 2°33')

Mars Square North Node (orb 3°15')

Jupiter Sextile Saturn (orb 0°9')

With Jupiter sextile Saturn in the birth chart, you are an excellent student of life, taking important lessons from your experience and applying
them to the present. You are able to see both the possible benefits and pitfalls of a potential enterprise or venture, and this keeps you from
becoming overly optimistic or overly pessimistic. You learn from your mistakes - a trait that is not as common as one would think!

You are generous but not unreasonably so, and you are judicious without being too strict. Moderation is the beauty of this combination -- you
instinctively know that moderation is the key to happiness and success.

This is generally considered a fortunate aspect and is one indication of a strong ability to put your ideas into action and a good possibility of
material success. There can be a knack or propensity for law, travel, and history. Qualities of this combination that are talents but that can
always benefit from extra attention and development: patience, realism, practicality, credibility, modesty, and fairness.

Jupiter Square North Node (orb 0°33')

With Jupiter forming a square to the North Node of the Moon, your social views and values don't always mesh with current thought. You are an
individualist, unafraid of going against the grain. Additionally, you are not fond of social niceties, preferring to say it like it is.

However, it would be best if you watched for glossing over important details. It's relatively easy for you to jump to conclusions. You also seem
to attract life lessons, often through conflict or jarring events.

You're an individualistic and free thinker, and you can be quarrelsome. Frequent conflicts due to disharmonious ideas or values are possible in
your lifetime. You might also have more problems than most with social institutions.

Jupiter Quincunx Ascendant (orb 0°34')

Saturn Square Neptune (orb 5°57')

Saturn Quincunx North Node (orb 0°42')
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Saturn Square Ascendant (orb 0°42')

Uranus Trine Part of Fortune (orb 5°45')

Uranus Sextile Vertex (orb 2°55')

Neptune Sextile Pluto (orb 1°40')

Neptune Trine Chiron (orb 0°6')

Neptune Trine Vertex (orb 4°57')

Pluto Opposition Chiron (orb 1°45')

Pluto Sextile Vertex (orb 3°18')

Chiron Trine Vertex (orb 5°3')

North Node Trine Ascendant (orb 0°0')

Part of Fortune Trine Midheaven (orb 1°50')

Compare House Systems

TORI AMOS's Planets' and Points' House Positions By House System

House System Sun Moon Mercury Venus Mars Jupiter Saturn Uranus Neptune Pluto Chiron

Black
Moon
Lilith

North
Node

Part of
Fortune

Alcabitius 10 11 11 9 - 10 11 5 3 10 12 10 4 12 8 2

Campanus 10 11 11 9 - 10 11 5 3 10 12 10 4 12 8 2

Equal 10 11 11 10 11 5 - 6 3 - 4 10 12 10 4 12 8 - 9 2

Koch 10 11 11 9 - 10 11 5 3 10 12 10 4 12 9 2

Meridian 10 11 10 9 - 10 11 5 3 10 12 10 4 12 8 1 - 2

Morinus 9 11 10 9 11 5 3 10 12 10 4 12 8 1 - 2

Placidus 10 11 10 9 - 10 11 5 3 10 12 10 4 12 8 2

Porphyry 10 11 11 9 - 10 11 5 3 10 12 10 4 12 8 2

Regiomontanus 10 11 10 9 - 10 11 5 3 10 12 10 4 12 8 - 9 2

Topocentric 10 11 10 9 - 10 11 5 3 10 12 10 4 12 8 2

Vehlow 10 12 11 10 12 6 4 11 1 11 5 1 9 2

Whole Sign 10 -
11

12 11 10 12 6 4 11 1 11 5 1 9 2 - 3

House System 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Alcabitius 19° 45'
31"

22° 10'
45"

23° 47'
11"

27° 38'
51"

25° 16'
20"

23° 13'
15"

19° 45'
31"

22° 10'
45"

23° 47'
11"

27° 38'
51"

25° 16'
20"

23° 13'
15"

Campanus 19° 45'
31"

21° 40'
45"

25° 52'
44"

27° 38'
51"

25° 30'
24"

21° 46'
48"

19° 45'
31"

21° 40'
45"

25° 52'
44"

27° 38'
51"

25° 30'
24"

21° 46'
48"

Equal 19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

19° 45'
31"

Koch 19° 45'
31"

17° 09'
05"

17° 51'
51"

27° 38'
51"

25° 04'
45"

22° 38'
29"

19° 45'
31"

17° 09'
05"

17° 51'
51"

27° 38'
51"

25° 04'
45"

22° 38'
29"

Meridian  1° 56'
02"

29° 50'
59"

27° 45'
13"

27° 38'
51"

29° 49'
18"

 2° 00'
42"

 1° 56'
02"

29° 50'
59"

27° 45'
13"

27° 38'
51"

29° 49'
18"

 2° 00'
42"

Morinus 27° 38'
51"

29° 49'
18"

 2° 00'
42"

 1° 56'
02"

29° 50'
59"

27° 45'
13"

27° 38'
51"

29° 49'
18"

 2° 00'
42"

 1° 56'
02"

29° 50'
59"

27° 45'
13"
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TORI AMOS's House Cusps

House System 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12

Placidus 19° 45'
31"

19° 32'
38"

22° 49'
57"

27° 38'
51"

29° 50'
15"

26° 59'
48"

19° 45'
31"

19° 32'
38"

22° 49'
57"

27° 38'
51"

29° 50'
15"

26° 59'
48"

Porphyry 19° 45'
31"

22° 23'
18"

25° 01'
05"

27° 38'
51"

25° 01'
05"

22° 23'
18"

19° 45'
31"

22° 23'
18"

25° 01'
05"

27° 38'
51"

25° 01'
05"

22° 23'
18"

Regiomontanus 19° 45'
31"

16° 39'
48"

20° 18'
46"

27° 38'
51"

29° 50'
40"

25° 46'
33"

19° 45'
31"

16° 39'
48"

20° 18'
46"

27° 38'
51"

29° 50'
40"

25° 46'
33"

Topocentric 19° 45'
31"

19° 37'
27"

22° 53'
18"

27° 38'
51"

29° 50'
15"

27° 00'
11"

19° 45'
31"

19° 37'
27"

22° 53'
18"

27° 38'
51"

29° 50'
15"

27° 00'
11"

Vehlow  4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

 4° 45'
31"

Whole Sign  0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

 0° 00'
00"

You might also try the Natal Chart generator in our Free Report section.

Some notes about this birth chart calculator:

Please be patient when entering your birth city to allow the program to call up the list of locations as sometimes it’s not instantaneous. If
you’re just not getting results and can’t submit, it may be that the atlas is busy (GeoNames has certain limits per hour and per day). In
this case, you can use this same tool on my sister site, Astrology Cafe here.
It’s important to enter the city name only or the first several letters of the city in the Birth City field, not the country or
state/province/region. For example, if you were born in Fuzhou, Fujian, China, you should enter “fuzhou” or similar and not “fujian” or
“china.” It’s better not to overtype – for best results, type in the CITY name and scroll through the list for the correct city.
**Important: Under normal circumstances, you don’t need to change the time zone offset. Please don’t adjust the time zone offset unless
you know for certain what you’re doing since the default offsets incorporate crucial factors (such as daylight savings time), and are in the
majority of cases accurate for births after 1970. There are some discrepancies in all historical time zone atlases, particularly for birth
years before 1970, however, so if you need help with the time zone offset value, send an email to reports@cafeastrology.com. Be sure to
mention why you’re writing and include full birth data. **Note that the atlas in this software is not as particular about historical time zones
(before 1970 births) as the atlas in our Free Report Section, but is excellent for post-1970 time zones. It is always a good idea to check
up on older dates since time zone changes, especially regarding Daylight Saving Time, were erratic in some areas and not well-
documented.
I have received many emails from people who feel they should be changing the +/- value of the time zone offset number, quoting time
converter formulas. Doing so will give you incorrect results. Please see the FAQ here for the reasons not to change the +/- value. Bottom
line: astrology software converts local time to UT and not vice versa, and the +/- values produced by this software are correct.

Do you prefer Whole Sign houses? If so, you can create your free natal chart report with Whole Sign houses here. We also have a birth chart
generator that draws the chart using Koch houses and using Equal houses.

You can also produce a free chart wheel with a list of planetary positions only (without the interpretations).

See also Cafe Astrology’s Free Reports site, including full interpretations of the natal chart, transits, and compatibility.

Note about house systems: If you’re new to astrology, simply stick with the Placidus house system on this page and later in your studies, you
can explore different house systems. Mind you, many astrologers do end up sticking with Placidus after further study. Using Placidus is not a
sign of an unevolved astrologer, in other words, as some will have you believe!
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